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I.

.
The Institute of Afro-American., Affairs (IAAA) was
established at New York University in 1969. The Senate

of the University, responding 'to the atmosphere of con-

cern that follówed the assahltion.of Dr. Martin Luttier
King, Jr., passed a resolution of commitment to the
concept of the development of such an institute in 'honor

of Dr. King and ,his struggle for humanity and racial
.

equality.

Therefore,. it is highly p !ler !Ind appropriate that,
this year, the tenttt nnivetsa¼ of the Institute, a group-
of. black scholars has conic logether..to produce a series

of mOndgraphs which deal with .the proPems and cbn-
Qitions to which Ur . King devoted his life.

This series is published by the IAAA, which is

'dedicated td the identification and analysis of the con=

tributions, probl4ms and aspiratiorA of 4Amerians :of
African descent- However, thc issues to which these
schOlars ltddress themselves concern all mankind ahd

have significance not only fa! blacks but also for Puerto

Ricans, Mexican Americans, American Indians and all
vittims,of prejudice and discrimination.

.4e

The Tenth-YearlkAnniyersars Commemorative Monogeaph series ii
published by 'the.. Institute of Afro-American Affairs at Nes. York
Untversio The ,mi4ruil in this pUblication may not be reproduceg
in Whole or in part without permission. ,ropyright 1979 by the
MA.4 or ividual auThors. Fbr copyright information, contact'
1.4 .4 . Opinions expressed hy contributors de not necessarily ref leci,
the vies55 of the Institute
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HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY AND BLACK AMERICANS

Ale lbert H. Jenkins, Ph.D.Associate Professor of Psychology
Faculty of Arts and ScienceNew York University

. -
Intf-Oduction

I. the focus of this essay is on the A-fro-American, 1,11 anactor or agent who shares with all or Mankind the capacitY to play apart in itaping the .cpitours or his life. Characterizing fhe indivi-
,.
.dual black in America from such 'an "activist" approach -- as aperson who "makias, a diffemence" in ,the flow of events n his life --r,aises questions about the _usual portrayal of -blacks in the social andibehavioral science literature. Blacks are commonly described asre-actors rather than pro-actors to the circumstances they, fact.They are oftA said to respbond, either as victims who accommodateeassively to discrimination' and 'economic marginality, or as agdres-

.tors who deal with their individual and group subordination bystriking back violently. The options that blacks chooae are d'scrilded as submissive or defensive as reflecting powerlessness onthe one hand or unthinking rage on the other.' Such pictureone of human bein4s who only react to theiT environments ratherthan take charge of their destinies'.
In explaining this situation it is ty.pical to assert that cen-turies' of Americah racism had mainly debilitating psychological ef-

.

facts on blacp. For exami)le, black psychologist Roderick Pugh



(1972), characterizes the pre-revolutionary psychology of blacks in
\ largely negative terms. He describes .\the psyciiological auttudes

before re struggle or the P)60's as refle'a1n9 "adaptive inferiority .''.

This derived from the fact that bl6cks experienced considerable
..

.
anxiety which had been eonditioned by events connected 'to their

,

black skin color. That is, the Afro-American's dark skin wa. s the

occasion' for painful abuse and limited social opportunity inflicted by
the majority White population oh black people. The ankiety aroused .
by such abuse becanie a drive or tension whose recitiction was asso-

. 4
ciated With the' learning of inferior modes of social response. Anxit-.
ty -was also engendered by society's brutal response (and the threat
of such response ) to any aggressive display by blacks. Blacks

learned /o avoid the tension of such anxiety by assdming a stance of
"adaptive inferiority, ," that is-, inhibiting aggresiveness and present-
ing an humble demea/uer. . As blIck adults instilled t:his stance in

%

their children for their own protection,. presuniablY , many blacks
. .

, began to believe themselves to be inferior -- the mask began t
..

"'stick to the face," as the proverb puts it. . .
Pugh notes otherconcomitants of such an adaptive st te-

gy. . With white behavior as a standard , becoming like a white per-

son in speech, dress, and manners was held up as a goal. In this

sense blacks were identifying with (tryiitg to become iike)' their

OPpressou. Also, mudt self-rejection by laJacks was apparent '. In

looking at the mannerisms' and the eruptions of impulsive behavior by

their frusttated brothers ind' sisters, some blacks were prone to
comment on , the unreadiness of blaCks as a group for social equality

with whit;s. Pugh acknowledged that Afro-Americans may have

experienced a sense of worth irr some roles, such as-leacher, cock,

athlete , musician, parent, for example -- but not as a black person.,

However, with the soci 1 upheavals of the Sixt/es in the United

States , Pugh feels that lacks reclaimed a proud sense of self as

, persons (individual se f-esteem) who \ago, black (pride in group

identity ). .



There can be no doubt thati the expefien es blacks how!
Jived through have taken a heavy toll of their psycho ogical adjust-/ mint. And Pugh makes a contribution to the cohsideration of thepsychology of the black experience., ilowieer, in discussing thepsychology of the black experience prior, to 1963, Pugh draws hea-yily upon time-hgnored traditions of psychological explanation; tra-ciitiohs which, it seems to met, a heavily laden with the more "me-.
chanistic" trends in psychology. .1 The emphasis seems to be on how
blacks responded to the noxious social, stimuli by assuming an infer-ior stance ih. order to reduce anxiety.

Although the traditional drive2reductionVe in psycholo-
gy seems like a good one for understanding such_ notioitt"/Ts adaptiveinferiority; I contend that there are perspectives in contemporarypsychology) that can help provide a corrective to the traditional vie%.,of che Afro-Amerccan. These perspectives are the same Ibne5 which
hold promise through the research process 'for -gaining a fulltr graspof f'he personalittes of al/ hunen beings. These more promising
apP1-oaches., look 'At Man from a "humanistic" perspective. They posita diStinctly different image from thei"mechanistic" conceptions of thehuman being.'

Mechanistic exPlanati.onp which havl reigned in Ameyican
. psychology, , have- a Vg history in -the philosophy of science it
generiii_1(Rychlak: .1977):- , in psychology, they imply aportrayal :Of the human individual as a paisive .being whose respon-ses are primartly determined either by impinging environmentalfattori or by internal physiological and constitutional states.

"I'46 theoretkaf trends have been influential in twentieth-
century, Anierican -psychology., behayiorism and-psychoanalysis. The':
beKaviorist position is the -one most, clearly ickentified with the mech-. .

Pugh does use some of what we shall call "humanistic" terins tocharscterize the post-1963 psychology of blacks, *but 1 'believeeven 'his pre-1963 depiction of Afrb-Americans nevis to be supple,-merited with more explicit humanistic 'considerations.
1
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anistic tradition, becauae it views .behavior as a4 function tif innate or
learned drives, or as a function of controlling environment& contin-
gencies However,, there are some mechanistic trends in Paychoan-.
&ytic theory also. Although psychoanalyeic theory is quite different
from behaviKist theory in important ways , Freud's volurrknous Writ-
ing sh6ws clear evidence of both mechanistic and humanistic tr'ends
(Holt, 1972). In positing the reduction of instinctual drives as a
primary aim of behavior,, classic& psychoanalytic theory tended to
portray the human individu& as the arena, so to speak , for the

-

interplay of Various kinds of stimull and the associated responses .

Counterposed against this notion of Man portrayed in the
,

passive voice , is another growing trend of thinking . For example.,
psychologist Isidore Chein- arti lates tles view ,which focuses on Man
"as an active responsible a nt not simply a helpless, powerless
reagent ." In this active ima e, thlt human individual is seen as one
who influences some of the things that are happening to him. In

other words, the actime being is one:

...who seeks to shape his environment rather
than passively permit himself to be shaped by
the latter,, a being , in short, who insists on
injecting himself into the causal process of the
world around him (Chein , 1972:6 ) .

A number of other psychologists have alsdeveloped outlooks with
similar implications for the tuman image.

Abraham Maslow,, for example, took an early and prominent
part in expressing the growing dissatisfaction with the then-reigning
emphasis on drive-reduciion theories of molivation . Maslow (1962)
stressed the need for a third force in psychology ,to counter the

position of the other. two forces which were influential in American
psycholOgical thought, namely,, psychoanalysis and behaviorism.
He acknowledged that there are important "basic" physiol*gical and

psychological "drives" within. Man which ditect his behavior.. How-
ever, , Maslow felt that when these are met , other sets of motivations
emerge -- strivings for person& growth and self-realization .

.1. 0'
4 -
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Robert White (1959) levelled a .similar gritigue at both
experimental and psychoanalytic psychologies. He noted, "Something
important is left out when 'we make drives 'the operat,ing for'ce.s in
.anirnal and human behavior" (p. 297). In order to bring' bAck what

out,* White developed his view that organfsm;), particularly
higher mammals,. Possess the capacity to interact effectively witli
their environments., This, to White , implies --the presence in Man ofPa life-long motivation to strive for "competent" living as a universal
characteristic of human development and functioning.

Another psychologist, Joseph Rychlak, reminds us that the
opposing conceptual trends, whiCh undergird the mechanistic and
humanistic images of the human being , far, anfedate the twentieth
century ;in the history ot philosophy.. Similar to Chein, Rychlak
'argues that it is the to be explicit about the implications of includ-
ing a humanistic perspective into accounts of human behavior. "The
tie binditig all humanists ," .he notes, "is (the) assumption that the
individual Itiakes a difference' c* contributes to the flow of events"
(Rychlak,:1976:'-.128).

what I sh arltue in this paper is that the traditional
drive-reduction. theme in psychology may be a good one fbr under-'',standing such rmtioLs as adaptitre inferiority.. However, such con-
cepts only -presecit a 'part of the picture of Afro-American -psycho-
logical .adjustment, even the adjustipent prior to the recent "revolu-
tion." Something is missing here , . too , when -we rely solely on
drive-construct notions of behavidr. I recognize that Pugh was less
concerned with the underlying isSues of theory construction and
philosophy than he Was with :making a direct statynent abou,t the
Afro-American situation . But , I think attention to the kind of
thebry ..we are usilfg. to discuss such issues will pay dividends in our
understanding ot the black experience.

- Now,, the task is to determine how the humanistic trend in
psychologY ran be turned to advantage in examining the Situation of
kfr.Vmericans. This will 'he done, first, by looking .at some .ways
in which the humanistic and mechanistic perspectives differ on funda-

v-
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mental assumptions abo'ut behavior. Doing so w How. us- to pre-
sent the llunianistic position more clearly. For this sk, we will use
the thinking of Joseph Rychlak bec.ause,he has Probed these differ-

eences in 4 way that can be. illuminating Ms' we proceed. Next,, we
. will consider the ideas of the humanistic piiyithologist . Robert White,ah.

mentioned esrlier77 40.

Approach TO Humari_stic Psy.Chology
. .

It I'S Rychlak's claim that any the ry of human behaVior
must -of necessity .addre;cs. itself to sever I key issues on which
humanistic and mechanistic psychologists have basic disagreements.
Put in the form of questions, these issues are:. ,

What are our assumptions about the causes ofbehavior

What are our definitions of meaffing?

-.What is our Model for how the- hurnmi mind and
human behavior work?

.
N

ASSUMptIons ihout the Caustes of 'Behavior.

with respect to how we g-o- about providing a causexpLà
nation for a phenomenon, Rychlak (1976). notes that humanist).Sr
theorists are inclined to use all four of the causal principleg intros
duced by Aristotle many centuries ago in his theory of ithowledge...
Fortour purposes we can boil these four principles down to two; the
notions of -effi.ient .and final cause. Efficient-cause explanation
emphasizes the 'impetus or force by which a thing is_ constructed,
moved, or made to happen. A final-cause explanation .thphasizes the
purpose or .intent "for the sake of which" a thing was brought into
beip4 or ay". eyent was made to happen.. This latter\ "teWological,'''
poiner of view introduces a subjec,tive or introspective frame of refer-
ence to -supplement the exterrfal,, third erson ayf accouhting for
events \ ,

- 6 - 4.
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.
A (necharilstic persuasion would attempt. to account for the.behavior of blacks. primarily,_ .what amouhts to efficient-

,

;terms. A recent essay 'by Hayes (1972) provides a good extie usetit a "radical ,pe4av1orist" psychological position _to portr,forcbs' acting on blacks. He argues that such forces liave beepbrought to be.a.r by whites efforts-40 exert "behavioral control" o'ver.,blacks. "Behavioral 'control refers to the. systematic manip'ulatin ofc'ertaiti' envVonmental el,ter1ts in such a "Way that" ,ihe observed effect.dccurs in a predictable manner" (Hayes, 1972 58). ',Thus be points

the

out that:
.Deing slaVery whites maintained virtually complete.control over the behavior of blacks through aversivecontrpi [i.e. , punishment I ...V4th the . abolition ofslavery. ...mechanisms of economic control were insti-tuted, [in addition I ... (Hayes, 197 4:57),

These mechanisms served to. maintain this control. Such a positionsees the environmental forces constructed by whites as sufficient,.essefitially,, to account for the behavior of 'blacks.
A humanist in psyrtiology,, however, would see the -valueoi ntroducing intentions (final-cause principles) to understand theexperience as well' as the obserVable behavior of blacks. 1. For exam/Ple , Powdermaker (19413). notes that, altVoul blaCks showed humbleand meek behavior in interr4acial situations historically, the intent ofsUch behalhor was often quite at variance with such a demeanor.Thus, at times blacks intended to mock whites 'by over-obsequious-ness; in other instances in their meekness they intended to act out.of a conception of personal (Christian) dignity ("turn the othercheek")' and/or moral superiority.

.

As an example from a different source, consider a selectionWon) the opening passages of Ellison's Invisible Man (1952) in whichan old black man on his death-bed says .to his son, "I want you \oovercome ",ern with yeses, undermine Pern with grins, agree 'em todeath and destruction
. .'" The writer continues, "They thoughtthe old man had gone out of his mind, .He .hadeen the meekest of

- 7 -
13



men" (pp. 19-20, [emphasis addedi ). The humanistic vsychological7
position Tecognizes that one cannot understand the behavlor without

6

unaerstanding the intent that contributes to the behavibr.. Recogniz-

ing the intentional, purposive quality in behavior is to recognize the- .
active role of mind we have been stressing here. Note, it is nottthjit the effec f envi'ronmental events on blacks

/
is unimportant, it/is rather that ch bffeelts are not sufficient to uhderstand psycholo-

. gical experience in the humanistic view.

Conceptions of Meaning

A it Ond point that differentia-tes. the humanistic and
mechanistic approaches haSI to do with conceptions of meaning . The

dictionary: definition Of the word "meaning" refers .to That which one
_intends to con...wry, purport or signify.. In signifying something,
meanings point to Or reach for "something else" -,- which can be

s. called a "polar'% reference.. Tw() kinds of meaning , demonstrative
and dialectical, can he identified for our purposes here. Specific,
deductively iron-clad meanings are called demonstrative or "untpolar"
meanings. For -example ; one can link the noun "tree" wttb a specific
class of referents when bne uses a Unipolar designation . Syllogisms

are examples of demonstrative reasoning: granted that "all cats are
animals ," :given, a cat , it hecessrily follows that it is

The more mechanistylly oriented theorists are firone to

take a given pituation and apalyze the efficient-cause forces :#.hich

operate in it and necessarily lead to. Its specific (unipolar) charac-
ter. . Indeed this has been an important- mode of advancing scientific
thought . Similarly, it is imporkant for blacics to understan'd the
specific fa tors., both subtle and obvious , which operate on ti
lives . Ho ever an additional way--..of addressing the issue of meaning
iT als. cessary for a full appreciation .of the human (altuation in

general and Hie . Afro- American situation in particupr. I am refer-.
ring here to the idea of dialectical or "bipolar" meaning .

Rychlak uses the term dialectical (whieh has been used in
.a numf ways in' the history of Western and Eas;ern phileaphical

1 4



thought) to refer to that quality in: which &very- specific meaning is
ob. seen to siiggest either, its opposite, or any number of other alterna-

tives. From a dialectical view meaning is often framed by bipolar
referents. .Thus, one cannot have a concept of "justice" without
some idea of "injustice

. '1 Similarly the term "up" for the dialectician
.necessarily implies a coricept of "down"; these oppositional poles are
indissolubly linked. One can consider a tree from a bipolar view
also: assuming the existence of the tree Implies other possibilities
--for example , ''nontree" or "no . tree." Thus, one could say, "Is
that really a tree out there or is. it a. figment of my imagination?"

This tendency .of human thouOt to consider alternate
possibilities, even in a clear stimulus situation

, is a defining charac-.
teristic of this use of the term dialectical

. It is also basic to human
symboliiing capabilLties (ef . FdelstIn , 1971, ch . 1) and is central to

t .a humanistic view of the person .1 For our purposes I think it cap-
tOres 'particularly well one aspect of human potential that blacks
have drawn on to survive

. The mechanistic theor ist is imprbssed by
the Inipolar characteristics of situations which push or pull behavror
in this direction or that. A humanistic perspective supplemenk witha view that notes that even in the presence of unpleasant givens
blacks have been able (dialectically) to conceptualize alternate views
of themselves and other possibilitie's open to them.. In many instan-
ces they have'struggled to actualize these alterytives and they have
had varying (legrees of success historically..

- For example , one tan understand the ceaseless though
often subtle efforts at resistance to .slavery partly by recognizing
the alternate (dialectical) conception of self that blacks had. Julius
Lester (1968) describes this trend towards resistance anecdotally:

_AO

Note that dialectical thinking does not guarantee more accuratethinking... Considering alternate poellthilities about the e31stenceof the free does not make them more correct objectively. . It does*low for creativity,, and keeps an individual from being onlystimulus-bounde

- 9 -



01' Aunt Jemima was always spitting in massa's soup,
while ol' John out in the field couldn't pick up a hoe
without it just seeming to break in his hands. And,
Lord have mercy, somebody was always running away
(p. 36).

Thus, we see that physical combat is only) one way to resist.

In the context of America , it is an act of resistance
for a poor black man to buy a Cadillac. To resist is
to do whatever is necessary to maintain self-dignity
(Lestert 1968; M).

In this last passage in particular Lester <1nts to the dialectical

mode that must be taken into account in wing blacks' behavior.

That is to say, , a particular black man's spending his Meagre funds

on la luxakry- is not necesparily just an arbitrary and irrational mi-
micking of (over-ide;lized) wealthy people. It may ,also represent an

act that helps this man define and express a sense of dignity which

is different from the external conditions forced on hini. IQ the

terms we have been using such an act can at times stem -from the

bipolar recognition of what is (poverty) and that 3.?Eich could be
(material comfort), were his opportunities not unfairly blocked and

manipulated by the system. Of course, a major goal of social change
wOuld be to enable the poor to gain sufficient resources. so 'as not to

have t strain so much in order to sustain sense of dignity. .

,HoweVer, , we should recognize the continuing striving to "make a
'differnce" that blacks have brought to their world.

Models of the Human Mind

A third point fundamental to Rychlak's argument It the
distinction beNleen two models of explanation of mind and behavior

which can be seen in th t. philosophical positions, of john Locke and

Immanuel Kant." Prom Locke comes the, familiar notion of mind as a

blank slate. In this vieW tpind begins to emerge by the awakening

touch, as it were, of sense impressions from the environment. The

development of mind and complex abilities is a function of the'asso-

7

4
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clatipri and combrination of simpler elements "put" there by expeni-
ence. This is. clearly consistent with a Assive conceptkon of the
development and funcfionirkskof the mind .

In the Kantian view,, on the other hand , the human indivi-
.clual from !Dint; also brings certai% "categories of understanding" to
situatiens. These categories give orm to (i.e. , determine in a

formal-cause sense) what can be known . For examplr, this pejspec-
tiN;e would hold that a child is innately /able to make distinctions in,
his experitince bkween the notions of "unity" . and "plerality ."
'Vhese are not lAarned as separate concepts and then laterat ssociated
in experience, although , of course, th t. words for these .cMcepts are
learned only when languag.ve deverops. The child is born bringing
such rudimentary (and dialectical) "meaning-framing premises" to
experience . These operate like a pair of spectacles to give form to,

extierierice. As the individual matures and interacts with the world
such .premises of course, become more sophisticated

'The ,impli ation for the Afro-American fri this is that blacks
human beings ome to the world with Mental equtpment oriept-.

ed 'toward conceptually organizing experience , not just accepting
what is given. whi* .,behavior i partly shaped by environmental
and constitutional factors (sometimes to a'''.great degree), people also
bring a readiness to impose their own point Of view on a given
situation as well .. A continuation and development of this readiness .

through the elatioration of the intentional and dialectical potentials of
the htitnan mirxi thcoughout life is what has helped blacks to survive'
in America .

tiurthri,ng ttic Ilumaniql.c Theme

income of its aspees , this purposive orientation in hu-
manity has concrete implications for self-development. A considera-
tion of some of the thinking cif the psychologist Robert White in this
regard can, jle of further benefit to our investigation of the black



o

!.41.

experience. In hid first*major exposition f what amounts' folsa
hranistic critique of extant psychological theory, White (1959)
p6inted out how bottxperimentally derived ',and psYchoanalytic
concepNons of the basic nature of humankind 'failed to account Tor
what can be observed about behavior both in and ouJiide of the
laboratory.

\
/To supplement the themep eelphasizeq by these two most

popular Iracti4on8 In Alne :can psychNologyy White developed a
spective that has clear humanistic implications. The crux of his
formWations is the concept of competence. Competence! as defined
by White, is crucially related to a human infant's responses from the`

,beginning of (ts life. It is when the. child-/comfortablo in MI crib
with his biological needs taken care of that he is rtiore amenable to
turning his attinfion to the dangling objects.left there to amuse him
and islmore able to evaluate them in their own right.. Studies seem
to show that wp.hIn certain limits ttyse objects wfriche chil1 can
do the most with and/or which are st responsive tffs efforts (in
terms- of the movements4 sounds and visualichanges they produce)
are tt?Ose which get Ihe most attention.

( .

'The more tha baby's interactions have Wading effecta in
the environment the more he ié likely to "repeat and txpand his
activities.; As he does so, he becomes more skilled in at hkving such
effects, that is, he becomes effective in his interactions with his
environment. Wh4e (1963) (-els tkiis kind of activity "effectance"
behavior; the emotion ,that ac.1-4panies the opportunities for effec-.
tance behavior is a "feeling ,of efficacy:'

EffeCtance thus refers to the active tendency to put
forth effort to inftence the environment, while feel-
ing of efficacy refers to the satisfaction that comes-
with producing effects (p. 185).

An important consequence of this behavior ia tta't it leads to the
formettion of psychological structures, so to speak: **it leads to
an accumulating knowledge of what can and cannot be done with the
environment" (White, 1963 : 186).



The rteonate is confronted with a myriad of possibilities. Iand Eincertainties and has to gr dually develop the categories for
stabilizing his expeqencel. In chlik's terms: "Tills quality of
open alternatives' in experietice demands that the human being affirm
(emphasis added I some..ntearling_at

Jthe outset for the sake of whicli
behavior might then take plSce..." (1977g:105 ). Rychlak usesIaffirmation to wdescr1be14,. person's choosing: }presuming, or deciding
that a thing is so or, has a certain character (among the posAilities
con'ceivable in the 4ven situa6on). .. Affirmatir "is...one of those
active lemphasil added) roles assigned tc; mind by humanists, be-

4,cause which pole .of & bipolarity is affirmed or which item of unipolaer/
experienc, is singled Qut for'. .identification is up to the individual
and not to the environrnKt" 1977 : 295).

,

,

This is a very important statetnent, for the view Of the
Afro-Americhn we "are developing here. While the slave felt forced .. ..to go out in the field to work , to rqurri to Lester's example, it wasiother than mere clumsinkiss that( led to the breaking of Jarm tools.
Lven if pne prefers to emphasize how efficieht the slaves on the

' .plantation were, az Fogel and Engerman (19741 do, it was not .pri-
iniwily out ot a sense of capitulation to the system. Froir the view

4 .being proposed here individuals began to nourish dormant potentialh
for effec,tance intentions (perhaps' with . the aid of lingering tribal
traditions from the ol(1 'country) which facilitated their coming to-
gether in . group and lamily organizations that were stable and sup-
portive,

To return to the developmental process, in introducing the
concept of effectance 'behavior 'White, (1963) describes one of thea.
methods by wjiich the infant, over a period of time, actively comes
to terms with his environfnent Effectance motivation is a way of
describing on* kind of premise' that the newborn child beings to his
experience, !and in Whit-e's view' it is a premise that the human
individual continues to bring to his experience throughout life.
When the baby reaches out fo make contaa with his rattle an
(uncotvicious) act of "affirmahis contact elicits s pleasing

19



effect , a further meaningful experience. With repetition he grad-.
ually becomes more 'effective, in ae,hieving this experience as he
evolves towards competence Effectance motivation has clear final-
cause or intentionlconstruct implications in that behavior is...pursued
for the sake of the feeling of efficacy.. Eventually as the mature
person develops a sense of "self ," he or she begins to ordel in
terms of enhancing effectance and competence. While this is consis-.
tent with more unipoiar definitions of reality , addltk)n, it is likeliy
that. effectance behaviors are ways by which variations unique to the
individual (i .e.., a child's individual styie) geVmposed on a situation
within the realm of what Is possible. /Such unique variations would
derive from his responding to alternate dialectical conceptions of a
ituation .

.- Through repeated and expandvd contacts with the world
APchiki develops wider r nges of effeetiVeness appropriate to his

erging developmental stages. That is, he acquires an actual
competence and a "sense of competence" about his dealings with his
environment A person's competence represents his Aistinq ability
'to interact elI ec ti vely with his environment.

Competence is the cumulative .result of the7netskry ofinteractions with the environment. Sense ,of compe-tence is the subjeCtive side of thi4, :ii-ciiiirYingone':.i consciousl }. or unconsciously felt competence--one's corkfidencein dealing with the various as-pects of the ewironment (White, 1963:186).
I .7

The term feeling ,E$ efti.cacy is reserved for what the indiidual ex-
periences in each <,transac.tiOli? S_ense of competence referii te) "the
accumuMed and otganized consequences in ter stages of ego devel-
opment" (White, 1963:39). Striving to enha Ice competence in one's
dealings with the ph4ical and social worl is ideally a liferlong

I'l

process and is characteristic of human functioning in all cultural
contexts

.

..Recause the crux of the fectance concept is action on the
environment and its consequence hite's developing human being- is

- 14 -
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no "passive reagent" but clearly one who, even from the crib, seeks
to "geivrate cjrcumstances" and inject himself "into the causal pro-
cess of the world arqund him." In the bwadest humanistic sense,
action re(ers to all mental activity. It may. or may not involve action
in the sense of bodily movement but it d,Res involve the individual as

'premising "causal agent ." I fact "mind" can be seen to refer to
all the things that a persAi :As DI the way of purposive and direr-
ted effqrts , to come to terms wtth the world (Schafer, 19(76).
"Mind" represents ontl's continuing efforts to structtfre Nituarlons
cognitively and perceptually and resfond to situations "feelingly" -
joyously , cautiously , sadly -- n the process of living .

Thu9 , 'what 1 have been saying is that a ithrnanistic fvus
as' articulated by certain writeFs in econtempoiary psychology can be
useful to our understanding of the. gfro;-American. This theme is
one that emphisiieS the individual aCtively coming to terms with
his or her environment. The. in idual strives to do this by making
choices in dialectically conceive situations, that is, situations which
the individu4I attempts see as saving multiple possibilities for
action. Through such choices individuals atktempt to carry out
self-determined intentions .and purposes and are not simply respond-
ing to environmentally determined factors . As we look at the history
of blacks we find that they have responded in a lahety of what
appear to be arbitrary ways. -.-Vnderlying this, seeming arbitrariness
frequently,, is premise of self-wdrth and competence belied by
external circumstances WhenPtigh (1972) states of 'blacks in his-

.

tory that "the form of resistance -- when present -- was largely
passive" .(p. 10), he seems to dismiss such forms of black rests-
tonce . But even passive resistance is an act, an act borne of a
conception of self that was different from that which whites had of
blacks . Blacks took tlie kind of action 'they were able to take under
the circumstances.

Again , the focus on a d;ive-reduction or environmental-
-

contingency pswhology tends to see Afro-Americans only, as passive
victims . lt is ivery true that blacks have been and continue to be

- 15 -
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Victimized by this. society. The more mechanistic .psychological views
may be able to speak to this fact rather well. Howver, this focus
overlooks otker important aspects of hurran psych and, there-
fore, other psychological explanations necessary to nderstanding
blacks survival. Man's tenAtcy not simply to rea to stimuli, his
tendency to be an "active agent ," stems froTh almost irrepressible g
urges manifest at birth toward an effective reselationship with the
'eevironment which through action grows eventually into actual corn-
petences in the world.' Such -conception does not preclude recog-
niling the Individual's relationship to the environment based ion
citives lind their primary satisfaction -- including anxiety 5and its
reductioR. Rather the humanistic theme that places emphasis on the
independent stfiving to affirm and to make contact with the world is
a necessary supplement. A psychological conception of all human
individual§ .as potentiPlly active shapers of their worlds .makes it
easier to understand how blacks survive. It is this that is missing
from much. of the thebrizing about the psychology of the black ex-'
perience

Whether in 4e form of violent revolt or passIve resistance;
whether engaged in the effort to make theinselves the best artisans,
farmers, or professionals possible , throughout history blacks have
struggled to realize a sense of themselves .that was meciningful to
them. A conceptualization of the, person that can encompass the fact
of survival of Afro-Americans must include this quahty of striving
"motivation." Chein (1972) notes:

Or

The essential human quality 'is . . . one of commit-ment to a developing and Continuing set of unending,interacting, interdependent, and mutually modifying
long-range enterpripes (p. 289).

Slavery,, poverty and racism have *teen and are dehumanizing to the
extant that they 1,eati one- to give in to being continually preoccupiedwith the miseries of the present. That ls, such conditions are
dehumanizing to the extent that they lead "to the abandonment of
one's claims, on , and One's program with regard . to the rsLatively
distant future" (Chein, 1972:289). At times ,this has happened to

(
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. . ..

"..;7some black people under :lhe bornba ent.,.of the. efforts of American
:socii4 to achieve lost this., But Man AfroAmericans hae mar*ed .,

to use their' creatiVe iiuma capacities in =cleat or. stpting 'and
..

So tive waYciallycontribus tit. ;resist being dehumaniied . ,K,...
.

. . , .

Rick Self-concept and_ the Family -

tet us look briefly at an-.. example from the psychological
literature on Afro-Americans , specifically some of the literature
self-concept and the family,, to exemplify further how this hiimanistic
pOint of view fight make a coniribution:..to our understanding'. From
one perspective "self-concept" can refer to the iiterrelated set of
conscious and unconscious attitudes and...beliefs .th 4t. represent what:
one calls "me" and "mine , " Important to the self-c4cept is the. level
of "self-esteem," the degree of positive aluaticfn of self.. People

eed to maintain a viable leel of self-esteem to .adapt effectively
(Epps , 1975).

'The literature on blacks is' contradictory. regarding level Of
self-esteem. Some reliable studies point to trend f8r black' c4ild-
ren; even as early as the pre-school period to demOnktrate some-
what negative attitudea toward pictorial or doll-figure reprisentations
of their own race (Porter, 1971 Williams & Morland , 1976). Theie
data have been taken as an indication of problems in self-esteem;
Other studies , however,, indicate that self-esteem among black child7
ren of varying ages is quite high (Taylor, 1976), In 'resolving this
seeming contradiction one must riecognize that an individual's' self -
concept is a complex, Multi-faceted entity). For many blacks 'there is

. good reason to believe' that personal. self-esteem, one's sense of
worth as a person , is someVrhat independent, of racial self-concept,
one's sense of self as member of a particular racial group in tlie
Unitgd States. One recent review of the research on personal self-
esteem indicates, that sense of personal worth among blocks is and
pospibly always has been at least as high as among whites (Cross ,

1978). Rather it ,is that aspect of self-esteem that is related to

23
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racial grkp membership that has been .comparatively low in the past.
There i some evidenCe that this , too, may be changing in positive
direclions (McAdoo, 1977; Cross , 1978). (The interpretation regard-
ing personal self-esteem is not consistent, 'with Pugh's analysis, but
this interpretation of the racial .setroncept literature would be
supportive of Pugh's notions regarding attitudes of adaptive inferit
()city )

There is general agreement that the deyelopment of atti-
tudes toward the self is crucially related to the child's experiences
in the family.. For black Americans a critical role played by the
family has been to help engender a sense of personal worth in their
growing children and separate that sense of woi-th from the negative
role ascriptions that a dominant racist society has attempted to force
on being an Afro- American ( Pettigrew, 1964 ). Again this seems
paradoxical if one looks at the conflicting literature on the black
family.. ' T41e traditional social sdence wisdom has been that black
families during and after slavery vTiere typically disorganized and
unable to function as effective socializing agents . Cross (1978) in
his recent review points out that the most recent schoiarship on the
black family sheuld put such allegations to rest . Post-slavery black
families were quite similar in Istructure and stability to families of
other ethnic groups in many respects. Cross notes that even wh'en
one looks A the larger number of female-headed households that
have obtained among blacks one sees that such families more often
than is realize.d have been supported and stabilized by extended
kinship networks or Ay... non-kin regarded as kinfolk . This revised
view of the black family would be consigtent with the indications that
personal self-esteem hits always been strong in the -black community..
Thus., there have...traditiOnally been strengths in the black family,,

'more arid more being recognized , which have nurtUred personal
'self-esteem in the black child thereby helping to mitigate against the
.corrosiVe impact of. racism on other aspects of self-concept...

By what mechanisms has the family donp this? Our know-
ledge ot personality development and the family's tunction in this

02 4
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regard is far from complete, but the language of humanistic psycho-
logy can provide a useful perspectiv`e. We indicated earlier that
blacks have come. to 'theirs struggle armed with a universal human
capacity to chotie alternate modes from those which white sociew
offered them of conceptualizing themselves, and their potential , This

0,...ea pa i ty was guided by another h,uman potential , ble striving for
effectance and competence .

From the humanistic view that we have be4 considering
the "self" is a construct, which describes the contribution made- to
behavior by an prganism which brings "affirmati " or meaningftli
choices to bear in a give'n situation. This use of t e term self is ari

IntrApective formulation which reflects the sense of consistency and
orientation -- the identity in behavior. The poor man's ch&lce to
buy a Cadillac , in t:ester's example mentioned earlier, may seem
\arbitrary and irrational viewed externally. (i.e . , Viewed extrospec-
tively rather than introspectively). However, seen subjectively it

represents a choice meant to affirm a particular sense of self that Is
not defined simply by the blocked opportunities that accrue to his,
racial status. This focus on self as choosing among alternative
options in life puts an emphasis on the individual as active a'gent.

This ,perspective goes on to note that not all people are
aware of themselves as beings -- as selves -- making choices accord-.
ing to the intentions they set. The development of an awareness of
oneself as a being who chooses the conceptualizations which bring
meaning to the world is a highly desirable goal of human develop-
ment.

For the person to develop...self-awareness, he must
l'see the contributions he makes to experience... land

recognize the meanings he affirms . 1... In this sense
the self must be intended -- that is, the purposive
meaning of self muii-Ye-Ii-ought to life by the indivi-
dual... (Ry-CEak, 1977:355).

submit that the black family has nurtured a sense of personal
;self-worth in the black child partly lyp "bringing to life" a sense of
self as an agent able to prouose and affirm hypotheses about poten-

.1
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kt variance with those which white hociety offers.1 The, family
does this, for example, through expostkze to models. in th e. home and'
community that express altirnatives.. The family nurtures a sense of
self-awareness -- a sense...hf self as cspable of setting its own inten,d-.
ed .goals and the family help!), expose the child 'to *he means of
carrying them out. (That a sense of having an impact on tfte op-
dons affecting one is related to achlevement is supported by the
Coleman et al. (1966) finding that .a sense of "fate control", was
positively related to school achievement in black children. )

The readiness to nurture a 'sturdy sense of self has been
present not only .in the literate and well-to-do in the blaCk cOmmu-
nity.. Robert Coles (1964) cites the- example of an unlettered Missis-

.
sippi black woman who 'noted that when her pre-school age children

ked her. "why colored pe.ople aren't' as good as white people," she
made it a. point to tell them that it was not that blacks are not as
good, it's that they're Dot as r_ich. She. went on , "Then I tell them
they should separate being poor from beiny bad, and not get them
mixed up. ., That's bad, not liking your owli- (p. .61), Black4
famines of varying class levels havelong recognized and carried. out
th4iff duties in this regard,

(!oncitision

ftyIt is not uncommon to hear <18tonishment expressed
white Americans that blacks have achieved as much as th0 have
under the weight of American history. Suryival of blacks and the
continued will to achieve might not be so surprising if one, had a
different conception of this process. In addition to making defensive

1 It was this kind_of sense of self that Malcolm X (1965) arn.- e to
when his eighth grade teacher told him that his ambition to lie-
come . a lawyer was "no reahstic goal for a nigger." "It was a
surprising thing that I never thought of it that way before, but I
realized that whatever. I wasn't, I was 'smarter than- nearly all of
those white kids, But apparentry I was still not intelligent
enoughin their eyes, to become whatever I wanted to be" (p.
37).
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Aer
adAtstments to the forces imposed upon them, blacks have also made
use of any available resources to nurture and keep alive some por-
lion of an independent sense of self. If blacks had been constrained
by their environment into a unipolar definition of themselves and
their situation (without continually imagined, and often actualized
alternatives), then we would le hard pressed to. understand the
origins of the "psychol9gy of self-reclamation" (Pugh., 1972) that,
presumably, characterized the mood of tile Sixties. The .humanistic
perspective supports the idea that there were positive elements in
the personalities of blacks which could be .set free by a changing
social and political atmosphere. Thus , blacks are bringing certain
lovstanding aspects of self to a new plane of consciousness and
expressing them .with greater force.

The ,term "competence" 'with its connotations in humanistic
psychology is used here as a way of inviting a rethinking of the
situation of Afro-Americans. It is clear that 300 years of efforts to
dehumanize blacks have led to comparative disadvantages in negotia-
ting the American system. To say that "competence" is a relevant
term here is 'not to deny that blacks have social problems as a
,group. Rather, using a humanistic focus is to emphasize a process,
a striving , which blacks, like all humans, manifest with the aim of*continually surmounting social obstacles in the pursuit of their
development as individuals and as a group.

The conception that social science has of blacks will deter-
mine the way social &dentists relate to blacks and how they inter-
vene in the lives of blacks. The view expressed here is that kcog-
nizing the human potential in blacks for growth will change attitudes
towards them in a positive direction and make intervention efforts
ultimately more empathic, creative, and effective. Again the term
competence shduld not he misunderstood to refer to an immediate
readiness to compete in Itny given arena with high-level skills.
Rather it refers to the potential for development as deriving from
the process that all human beings use to address the environment
from ,13f-th. This must in turn be met with the appropriate respon-
ses by a thoughtful society.

4
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